
 

 
 
Skill Development: Putting 
Game: ‘Golf Bowls’ 
 
Session Objective 
Distance control & target mastery  
 
Set Up 
Like bowls; golf bowls can be match played against 1,2, 3 or 4 players.  To encourage high levels of participation we 
suggest a max of three on each team. The start point for this game is anywhere on the putting surface. Set up is 
minimal as all you need is to be able to identify each players or teams golf balls and have one ball as a ‘jack’.  Toss a 
coin to find the starting team that rolls the jack out; once a winner is found they can roll out the jack anywhere on the 
putting surface.    
Consider safety issues. 
 

 
 
                       
              

         
 
 
 
                        
      
 
 
Activity (How to play) 
If playing in team the team needs to nominate a playing order before starting.  The game starts with the coin toss 
winning team rolling out the jack and that teams ‘number one’ player putting their ball as close as they can to the Jack.  
Each team member alternates with the members of the other team until everyone has had three ‘rolls’ or putted three 
balls at the Jack.  Like bowls the wining team has the closest ball to the jack and picks up one point for every ball that 
is closer than their opponents. If they only have one close ball they get one point; if they have two balls closer than 
any of the other teams they get two points etc.  The game can be time based or have a set number (score) the teams 
need to get to win.  
 
Can you see? 

 Still lower body and head  

 Correct aim  

 Small swing; arm and shoulder based swing (when putting) 

 Competiveness and enjoyment 
 
You could ask… (Questions to promote player problem solving) 

 How far should the club be swung back and through? 

 Where should the putter face be aimed / pointed? 

 As the target gets further away how do you increase the distance the ball will travel 

 Etc 
 
Variations (Possible progressions / modifications) 
 
Easier  

 Up to the players now as they set the distance of the jack! 

 Have a round of this game just rolling the ball not putting 

 They could begin with a short distance (or move closer if all ready playing) 

 Shorten the time the game is played – the team with the most points at that time wins 
 
 

Harder  

 Extend the score to achieve or time limit 

 Players could close their eyes during one or more of their putts 

 You can step in and move the Jack further back 


